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this software is provided 'as-is' without any express or implied warranty of any kind,
including, but not limited to, the implied warranty of fitness for a particular purpose.

in no event shall the author be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental,
consequential or punitive damages arising out of the use of this software. in order to

play this vst plugin, you need a "host" program to execute it. we've seen many
shareware vst plugins in our linux. in this case, you should have a a "native" version
of this plugin (on windows). this freeware is a "partial" replacement for this plugin.
this vst plugin behaves the same, but some effect settings and automation presets

are completely different. we could maintain the gnu free documentation license
(gfdl), but it is a bit sad to do this. and just in case, some people have had difficulties

installing the gnu gpl version of this free plugin. so, we do not publish the gnu gpl
version of this freeware. autotune plugin for evoke, emagic projectm, little shuffle by

aphex software, shufflemax by sonic foundry, and many others.
antares.autotune.evo.rtas.6.0.9.full.rar is a standalone audio plugin that acts as a

standalone automatic-tuning software. it's a fully featured yet easy-to-use software
that allows to tune each individual instrument, create interesting effects, tune the

whole project, and much more! it can also be tuned to mixed with other audio
programs on your computer. the current version is anti-shuffle with the ability to use
multiple tracks, create random sets of instruments, and even solo instruments. the
features are expanded by the upcoming anti-shuffle pro update, and more features

should be included into upcoming versions. autotune features are not only limited to
anti-shuffle. main page - documentation and download for anti-shuffle and anti-

shuffle pro. download plugins
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